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Ralph Vaughan Williams (1872–1958)
Six Studies in English Folk Song (1926)

I. Adagio (Lovely on the Water)
II. Andante sostenuto (Spurn Point)
III. Larghetto (Van Dieman’s Land)
IV. Lento (She Borrowed Some of Her Mother’s Gold)
V. Andante tranquillo (The Lady and the Dragoon)
VI. Allegro vivace (As I Walked Over London Bridge)

Frank Bridge (1879–1941)
Four Short Pieces for Violin and Piano (1912)

No. 2. Spring Song
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Ernest John Moeran (1894–1950)
Irish Lament (1944)
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Frederick Delius (1862–1934)
Caprice (1930)
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Arnold Bax (1883–1953)
Folk Tale (1918)
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Edward Elgar (1857–1934)
Romance, Op. 62 (version for cello and piano) (1910)
Frederick Delius
Elegy (1930)

Ernest John Moeran
Prelude (1943)
Frederick Delius
Romance (1918)

Frank Bridge
Cradle Song (1910)

Ralph Vaughan Williams
Fantasia on Greensleeves (1934) (arr. Ralph Greaves)
(version for cello and piano arr. Watson Forbes)
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When Richard Wagner’s Tristan was unleashed in 1865,
an earthquake was felt that disturbed forever the classical
foundations on which tonal stability and harmony had
been based for over 300 years. From that moment,
atonality and impressionism were set to confront artists
and audiences alike in a battle for acceptance into the
indefinite future. In addition Wagner, knowingly and
loudly, threw artistic ‘nationalism’ into the forum and by
the beginning of the 20th century composers were unable
to work without their national roots being questioned as
another layer upon their chosen influences.
While it cannot be questioned that all of the
composers featured here were part of a new growth of an
‘English style’ (and no less a composer than Maurice
Ravel admiringly asserted as much), their influences,
though ranging far and wide, include, in their own
innovative ways, a vivid response to their natural
surroundings and the rich tapestry of living folk song
tradition in both England and Ireland.
What binds them more importantly, though, is the
blending of a traditional lyricism with wide influences from
Europe and Scandinavia, jazz, literature and drama, and
a fruitful rebelliousness against the fearsome
conservatism at the heart of the musical establishment,
presided over by Charles Villiers Stanford for more than
50 years as professor of composition at the Royal College
of Music and professor of music at Cambridge University.

Arnold Bax (1883–1953)
Folk Tale (1918)

Deeply ensconced in the Celtic fire stoked by brothers W.B.
and Jack Yeats, Bax had already composed a large
number of orchestral works by 1918, including Spring Fire,
November Woods and latterly, Tintagel, with an innovative
orchestral palette that glittered and a power that
overwhelmed. Folk Tale was his first mature work for cello
and piano, and emerged from the world Vaughan Williams
described as ‘looking through a magic casement… waiting

for the sparks to fall’. His inspiration is full of dense restless
textures and melodic unpredictability, luminous and dark in
turn. The searching uncomfortable harmonic invention
challenges the ear, whilst never quite abandoning the
brooding and stormy G minor tonality of November Woods.
Frank Bridge (1879–1941)
Four Short Pieces for Violin and Piano (1912):
No. 2. Spring Song • Cradle Song (1910)

So busy was Frank Bridge at this time in his life, it is a
wonder he found space in which to compose at all.
Without the private means of others like Vaughan
Williams, he was working hard as a viola player and
conductor of growing reputation. Notwithstanding that his
intellect and progressive imagination had been
particularly stifled as Stanford’s pupil, his teacher would
have been pleased with the rich Brahms-like opening of
Cradle Song and the endless thread of organic melody.
But the more searching harmonic surprises of the middle
section point to Delius’s path and the explosion of
impressionism to come the following year with one of his
most enduring works, The Sea.
Four Short Pieces for Violin and Piano (1912) of
which Spring Song is the second, were designed (like
Cradle Song) to be performed by violin or cello. The set
was dedicated to Cynthia Lubbock, apparently one of
Bridge’s violin pupils. But while the demands upon his
pupil’s technique might not be severe, the effortless lyrical
ease in a benign melodic line that soars is a master
craftsman’s, albeit in a salon style which nonetheless is
satisfying and in a popular tradition well supported by his
eminent older colleague, Edward Elgar.

Frederick Delius (1862–1934)
Romance (1918) • Caprice (1930) • Elegy (1930)

The early Romance has a fully worked out form similar to
an A–B–A song, emanating from small clutches of notes

which are extensively developed. Composed during his
concentration on the Florida plantations-inspired opera
Koanga, likenesses emerge, including the meltingly lovely
middle section bearing the same warmth the composer
injected into the opening early morning scene from the
opera, also featuring the cellos. Romance seems to set off
in a keenly wrought manner but it is the enchanting melody
that finally emerges at the heart of its winsome charm.
After a long life that had first introduced Delius to
America prior to the artistic powerhouses of Germany,
Scandinavia and France, his resultant eclecticism at a
time when nationalism in the arts was digressive is to be
celebrated. But in his final years of paralysis and
blindness due to syphilis, his last works composed by
dictation with Eric Fenby included Caprice and Elegy,
dedicated to the cellist Beatrice Harrison. With
consummate ease the composer produced two
complementary miniatures defining so transparently his
roots in simplicity. The first is a musical question and
answer between the rippling arpeggios of dense harmony
and the gently swaying cello melody, and the second
could be the very essence of an ‘English’ valedictory
tenderness.

Edward Elgar (1857–1934)
Romance, Op. 62 (1910)

In the cold months of the 1909 winter, Elgar admitted to
‘creeping about under the doctor’s hands…it is deadly dull
here and enough to drive one to despair…’ His doctor, he
continued, suggested the prolonged heavy cold and cough
could be exacerbated by ‘nerves over composition – when
it’s only heartbreak for something or somebody else’.
He was at the peak of his success. His First
Symphony had broken all records and been performed
over 80 times in its first year by Beecham alone, and he
was in the middle of composing the Violin Concerto. But
what Arnold Bax termed Elgar’s ‘tormented life’ and his
perpetual underlying melancholy was deeply affected by
the loss of some of his closest friends in 1909 including
August Jaeger and Basil Nevinson, both of whom are
‘pictured within’ the ‘Enigma’ Variations. However, his

wife Alice wrote on 11 January 1910 ‘…E. very busy with
Concerto & Bassoon piece…’ the latter being promised to
Edwin James, principal bassoonist and newly appointed
chairman of the London Symphony Orchestra, no doubt
as a mark of warm respect rather than friendship. The
Romance shares much thematically with the Violin
Concerto, but the more desolate key of D minor preechoes the pain of Sospiri of 1914. Albeit a tribute to
Edwin James’ lyrical talents, Elgar hedged his bets,
arranging the transcription for cello himself, which delves
more tellingly into the yearning intervals and lingering
resolutions. This immaculate, doleful miniature enshrines
that sense of evanescence underpinning all that is truly
Elgarian, and what Jerrold Northrop Moore describes
perfectly as his ‘illumination of time remembered’.
Ernest John Moeran (1894–1950)
Prelude (1943) • Irish Lament (1944)

The years 1942–45 were especially happy and fertile for
Ernest Moeran, encompassing his reacquaintance and
falling in love with the cellist Peers Coetmore whom he
subsequently married, and the production of three truly
original masterpieces, the Violin Concerto (1942), the
Sinfonietta (1944) and the Cello Concerto (1945).
Notwithstanding his dreadful injury in the First World
War, long dependence on alcohol and evident swings of
mood, his wife was an inspiration to him. Prelude was the
first of the works composed for and dedicated to her. The
soloist is given untrammelled free rein in a deeply felt
mellifluous fantasy ranging from the more august lower
register to high above the stave at the peak of its long
arch. The piano accompaniment is simply supportive; this
is no duet of equals but an innocent paean of praise to the
dedicatee, the harmonies simple and pure, and the
melody intense and seamless.
In contrast, the gentler but restless Irish Lament is the
equivalent of a small oil painting in which the lyrical soloist
is woven around by a rich filigree of almost orchestral
textures on the piano, cello and piano melded indivisibly.
The melody itself is a tribute to the many Irish folk tunes
collected by the composer amongst the pubs of his

beloved Kerry. The harmony is rich but subtle and
inimitably his own, and the weaving bestows character
and effusive feeling.

Ralph Vaughan Williams (1872–1958)
Six Studies in English Folk Song (1926)

Dedicated to and first performed by the outstanding cellist
May Mukle, these arrangements of folk songs that
Vaughan Williams had collected himself have a simplicity
and ‘far away’ reverential quality, composed intriguingly
soon after the revelatory Flos Campi and Sancta Civitas.
On publication, Vaughan Williams chose not to include
the names of the songs he used, furthering the
idealisation of their nature as pure music with transparent
and enchanting textures. However, always the practical
man, this did not stop him including arrangements for an
array of solo instruments including saxophone and tuba.

Fantasia on Greensleeves (1934)

Following the seminal years of 1905–08 during which he
collected some 800 folk songs, Vaughan Williams’
acceptance of an offer to join Frank Benson’s
Shakespearean Season at Stratford-upon-Avon as music
director in 1913 proved similarly fertile. Working on
incidental music for Merry Wives he lighted upon the most
enduring of popular tunes that emerged for the lute in 1580,
Greensleeves, twice alluded to in the play. Using this tune
for an entr’acte, his second wife Ursula later wrote of this
happiest of times, ‘..in the middle section…he used Lovely
Joan (which he had collected in Norfolk in 1908), both
tunes that summed up the allurements used by the merry
wives to entangle Falstaff’. In 1934, the composer was
happy for Ralph Greaves to arrange the Fantasia as we
now know it for the BBC Proms, based on the earlier
entr’acte and its use in Sir John in Love, but here evoking
the mists of the ‘greenwood’ rather than the ‘merry wives’.
Stephen Barlow

Gerald Peregrine

Gerald Peregrine is an Irish cellist who has established a career as
a soloist, chamber and orchestral performer. Born in Dublin to a
large musical family, he studied at the Royal Irish Academy of Music
(RIAM) and the Dublin Institute of Technology, before commencing
his studies in London, aged 14, with William Pleeth. He
subsequently trained with Steven Doane at the Royal College of
Music as a foundation scholar, and at Indiana University as a
Fulbright scholar with János Starker and Emilio Colón. Peregrine
regularly performs as a chamber musician with Ensemble Avalon,
Trio Festivale and Camerata Ireland under the direction of Barry
Douglas. He has performed as a chamber musician in venues such
as Carnegie Hall, the Tchaikovsky Concert Hall, Moscow, the
National Centre for the Performing Arts, Beijing, Lincoln Centre,
Cadogan Hall (as part of the BBC Proms) and the Théâtre des Champs-Élysées, among others. He has curated chamber
music concerts at festivals in France, Hong Kong and the US and has been the co-leader of the Wexford Festival Opera
festival in Ireland since 2006. Peregrine has appeared as a concerto soloist with all the major orchestras in Ireland, and
regularly performs on TV and radio. As an educator, Peregrine has given masterclasses at Trinity College London, RIAM,
the Cork School of Music, Peking and Beijing Universities and the University of Memphis. Peregrine plays on a French
cello by Roger and Max Millant and a bow by Eugene Sartory, which was made possible with part funding under the Music
Network instrument purchase scheme.
www.geraldperegrine.com www.facebook.com/geraldperegrinecello

Antony Ingham

Antony Ingham studied at the Royal Academy of Music and at the Royal College of
Music, where he now works regularly as a piano accompanist at the junior and
senior departments for competitions, exams and recitals. He studied cello
alongside the piano at these institutions (including postgraduate studies at the
University of California, Los Angeles where he won the university piano concerto
competition playing Arthur Bliss), but decided to follow the path of
accompanist/duo pianist and coach. As a result he is familiar with a broad range of
music including string, woodwind, brass and vocal repertoire. Ingham has
performed as a collaborative pianist in many concert halls in London including the
Purcell Room, Wigmore Hall, the Royal Festival Hall, St John’s Smith Square and
Cadogan Hall, and around the UK and Europe, and he enjoys supporting young
musicians in their journey as professionals, often helping them excel in
competitions such as BBC Young Musician. He is also a dedicated piano teacher.

All of the composers on this album were part of a new ‘English Style’ that blended traditional
lyricism with wider influences from Europe and Scandinavia. They shared a rebelliousness
against established musical conservatism and created vivid responses to nature and the living
folk heritage of England and Ireland. From Vaughan Williams’ enchanting textures, via Bax and
Bridge’s harmonic surprises, to Delius’s return to his roots at the end of his life – this is a rich
collection of shimmering gems from the British Isles.
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*World Premiere Recording • A detailed track list can be found inside the booklet.
Recorded: 19–20 February and 10 July 2018 at Potton Hall, Suffolk, UK
Executive producer: Gerald Peregrine • Producer: Andrew Walton (K&A Productions Ltd)
Engineer: Deborah Spanton • Editor: Andrew Walton • Booklet notes: Stephen Barlow
Publishers: Stainer & Bell 1–7; Novello and Company Ltd 8 9 #; Hawkes and Son Ltd 0 !;
Chester Music @; Boosey & Hawkes Music Publishers Ltd $; Faber Music %; Oxford University Press ^
This recording is dedicated to Edward and Sheila Peregrine.
Cover: The Princess of the Circus (1946) by Jack B. Yeats (1871–1957) © Estate of Jack B. Yeats,
DACS London / IVARO Dublin, 2019 (Image courtesy Sotheby’s)

